
Baby

NEWBORN AND CHILDREN BEDS 

Children’s adjustable bed Teddy, Buddy a Baby provide complex 
system for child sleeping of patient in ages from newborns up to 
the 7 years.  
The newborn bed Baby is ideal solution to provide best contact 
between mother and newborn. Its construction offers very wide 
variety of positions and height adjustment so it is possible to drive 
over the mother‘s bed and set up perfect position for newborn. 
Thanks to this mother can take care of her baby even if she is 
lying in the bed. Transparent material of the tub ensure instant 
overview of baby. Tub is equipped with transparent nameplate for 
simple placement name of new born. The newborn bed Baby is 
designed up to 4 months newborn age.
Children‘s adjustable beds Buddy and Teddy are suitable for 
hospitalization of patients in ages ranging from several months up 
to 7 years. They can be used from orphanages through standard 
children‘s hospitals to specialized children‘s units. Beds can 
be produced in several sizes and wide range of varied colours. 
Can be equipped with optional accessories with safety features, 
mattresses and pillows.

Baby with height adjusting

NEWBORN BED Baby
MANIPULATION HANDLE

TUB LIFT

INTELLIGENT CONSTRUCTION

REMOVABLE TRANSPARENT TUB

WIRE MESH BASKET FOR CHANGING STUFF

WHEELS

NAMEPLATE

TUB TILT

Choose a colour of your bed

For easy manipulation and safe transport is new born bed 
equipped with manipulation handle.

You can choose from a basic version without height 
adjusting or higher version with height adjustable tub by gas-
spring controlled by hand lever. The gas-spring makes the 
tub lighter during adjusting so the height ajusting themself 
doesn´t need any physical effort.

Bed construction offers very wide variety of positions and 
height adjustment so it is possible to drive over the mother‘s 
bed and set up perfect position for newborn.

Plastic tub is made of PET material witch is ordinarily used 
in food industry and comply the highest requirements and 
standards for use in contact with the smallest children. Tub 
is equipped with holes in lower part. These holes ensure the 
best air circulation below the mattress. The tub can be easily 
removed from the frame.

Undercarriage is equipped with chromed wire mesh basket 
for nappies.

High-quality bearings make transport and handling of the 
newborn bed much easier and user friendly. Standard 
wheels can be replaced with teddy bear wheels.

Tub is equipped with transparent nameplate for simple 
placement name of newborn.

Ideal position for baby can be easily  set by tilting of the tub 
by one hand without effort thanks to the help of gas-spring.

022 Light yellow

025 Brimstone yellow

* (RAL 1018; HPL 463)

032 Light red
* (RAL 3020)

036 Light orange
* (RAL 2003; HPL U332)

040 Violet

043 Lavander

042 Lilac

041 Pink

086 Brilliant blue

* (RAL 4010)

052 Azure blue
* (RAL 5015; HPL 838)

053 Light blue

056 Ice blue
* (RAL PR847 ; HPL 847)

054 Turquoise

055 Mint
* (RAL PR846; HPL 846)

061 Green

062 Light green

* (RAL... ; HPL xxx)

064 Yellow green
* (RAL 6018)

063 Lime-tree green

080 Brown

083 Nut brown

082 Beige
* (RAL 1015; HPL 813)

072 Light grey
* (RAL 7035)

090 Silver grey
* (RAL 9006)
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Colour sampler of HPL

Colour sampler of steel parts

406 813 463 U332 845 846 847 838

Wallnut Tiepollo White Birche CherryRustical Beech

Colour sampler of wooden parts

Wallnut Tiepollo

White Birche Cherry

Rustical Beech

Colour sampler of wooden parts

Colour sampler of HPL

Colour sampler of leatherette

406 813 463 U332

845 846 847 838

Colour sampler of steel parts

RAL 9016 RAL 9001 RAL 1015 RAL 1019

RAL 7035 RAL 9006
silver

RAL 1018 RAL 2003

RAL 3020 RAL 4010 RAL 4008 RAL 5015

RAL PR847 RAL PR846 RAL 6018 RAL 6024

Colour sampler of steel parts

RAL 9016 RAL 9001 RAL 1015 RAL 1019 RAL 7035 RAL 9006
silver

RAL 1018 RAL 2003

RAL 3020 RAL 4010 RAL 4008 RAL 5015 RAL PR847 RAL PR846 RAL 6018 RAL 6024

06 07 08

09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

17 1074 4255 4478 4492 4850 5078 5120

5635 6298 7210 8095 8238 J-711 P-1 P-2
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Baby with fixed height

Height adjusting

99 cm +15°

69 cm -15°

Tub tilting

Buddy

Baby

Teddy
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Cheerful wheels with motifs of animals for beds Baby



HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT OF THE
MATTRESS PLATFORM

UNIVERSAL ACCESSORY HOLDER

EASY TRANSPORT AND STORAGE

MATTRESS HOLDERS

SLIDING SIDE RAILS

CHOICE OF BED SIZE

SLIDING SIDE RAILS

BUMPER WHEELS

ADJUSTING OF THE BACK PART

MAXIMUM SAFETY

ACCESSORIESMattress platform of the children‘s bed can be height 
adjusted in several steps. Individual sides of the mattress 
platform can be positioned separately to achieve special 
Trendelenburg or Antitrendelenburg position.

Compatibility of the bed with accessories is ensured by 
universal brackets mounted at the head board or foot 
board. They allow the use of common accessories such 
as lifting pole, IV pole, patient lamp or extension set.

Bed can dismounted to the transport or storage mode. 
Dismounted bed takes just a part of original space  
of the bed and thanks to this can be easily transported 
or stored.

Holders provide optimal placement of the mattress 
when positioning the bed platform and keep the mattress
from slipping off the bed.

Big advantage of Buddy beds is the ability to control the 
side rails with a foot pedal. In such cases both hands 
remain free for other operations. Easy movement into 
any position without too much effort is ensured by help 
of gas-spring. All control mechanisms are placed out 
of reach of the smallest patients. This completely 
eliminates the risk of unwanted drop of side rails.

Two versions of the bed size provide opportunity to 
choose a type which fully perfectly suit to parameters of 
your interior and also provide maximum comfort for the 
little patient.

Side rails of Teddy bed can be easily adjusted to 5 height 
positions. Side rail is automatically locked in each position 
during lifting up. All control mechanisms are placed out 
of the patient reach and equipped with insurance of 
unintended unlock. This provides elimination of side rail 
fall risk.

Bumper wheels are placed in the corners of the bed, 
protecting the bed and surrounding objects from 
unwanted damage during handling and transport.

Optimal position of the back part can be easily set in 
several steps using a rastomat. Mattress platform 
includes security features which protect the youngest 
patients from falling out of bed, even when the back part 
is raised to its highest position.

When developing bed series Buddy and Teddy the most 
stringent criteria for maintaining the highest safety of 
young patients were applied. Height increase of side 
rails and head and foot boards, complete elimination of 
pinch points, location of control mechanisms beyond the 
reach of the child and development of special security 
enhancements are applied only partial protection 
measures.

Children‘s beds can be ordered together with a special 
set of accessories. These accessories are always 
equipped with safety features to prevent them of 
accidental removal by child or fall. Thanks to this is risk 
of injury minimalized even if the small patient is very 
active.

CHILDREN BEDS Buddy and Teddy

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS TECHNICAL PARAMETERS
Patient area dimensions (W x L)
Overall dimensions
Height of patient area
Patient area tilting
Lift of patient area
Back part adjusting
Tilt of patient area
Side rails adjusting
Height of side-rails above patient area
Recomended maximum age of child
Safe working load
Wheels

Patient area dimensions (W x L)
Overall dimensions
Height of patient area
Patient area tilting
Lift of patient area
Back part adjusting
Tilt of patient area
Side rails adjusting
Height of side-rails above patient area
Recomended maximum age of child
Safe working load
Wheels

BUDDY M-T TEDDY M-TBUDDY L-T TEDDY L-T

55 x 110 cm
67 x 137 x 155 cm

74 - 106 cm
15° / 15°

gas-spring
72 cm
7 years
80 kg

100 mm

55 x 110 cm
67 x 137 x 155 cm

74 - 106 cm
15° / 15°

mechanical
72 cm
7 years
80 kg

100 mm

70 x 140 cm
82 x 167 x 155 cm

74 - 106 cm
12° / 12°

gas-spring
72 cm
7 years
80 kg

100 mm

70 x 140 cm
82 x 167 x 155 cm

74 - 106 cm
12° / 12°

mechanical
72 cm
7 years
80 kg

100 mm
Note: The technical parameters apply for the above mentioned versions. The parameters may vary depending on the product configuration. Note: The technical parameters apply for the above mentioned versions. The parameters may vary depending on the product configuration.

Buddy
Teddy

Teddy
Teddy

BuddyBuddy

WHEELS WITH BRAKE

COLOR VERSIONS

High-quality of the medical wheels makes transport 
and handling of the bed much easier. Bed is equipped 
with 3 wheels with brake and 1 wheel with locking of 
the straight direction. This is helpful especially during 
long transport. The wheels are made of permanent non-
marking material. Steel wheel covers facilitate cleaning, 
protect the bearings from dirt and significantly extend 
their lifetime.

The metal frame of the bed is powder coated with 
special coating which meets the highest requirements 
for pediatric use. The customer has a choice of preferred 
color variant of a wide range.

Easy adjusting of side rails by gas-spring

Adjusting of back part Adjusting of patient area

Mechanical adjusting of side rails


